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EQUIPEMENTS CONCERNED
Advance Tandem system T1 and T2

Equipement concerned:

ALL Advance Tandem T1 and T2 MFG

Subject:

It is requested to all Advance tandem user to verify
the left side diagonal back strap at the reserve housing level.
The reserve housing is located on the shoulder right upper the 3 ring system.
This check is focuse to the potential wear out of this webbing by the Oeticker clamp
(as explained in the SB AV070718) but by the friction of the breakaway and the
reserve housing either.

Reasons:

Potential risk of damage on the type 8 webbing because of the clamp and both housings
frictions on the webbing.
The damage runs until the housing cannot touch the webbing anymore. This
damage is up to one inch deep (page 2).

Description:

During opening tension the reserve housing (all Tandem models) and breakaway
housing (MFG date before 04/2006) can be in contact with the type 8 left side diagonal
backstrap. These frictions potentialy damage the webbing.

Application:

It is mandatory to follow these instructions:
° Before any jump, the webbing wear out must be checked
° Both housings must be protected as described pages 2 and 3
° If the damage is over 2 cm wide the H/C must be grounded and repaired
° If the damage is less than 2 cm the repair will have to be made at the next
reserve packing cycle.

Works:

Protecting sleeves can be ordered through Basik Air Concept at no charge and
will have to be installed as described page 2.
If a damaged webbing is found you must get in touch with us at basik.fr@free.fr
A certified Master Rigger can make the repair after getting our repair plan.
If the Oeticker clamp is installed the wrong way the clamp must be uncrimped,
turn back inside the tape and reset.
If you cannot reset it, a hand tacking can be made to maintain the housing.
This must be done by a certified Master Rigger

Jérôme Bunker

Ludovic Chevé
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